
People are the cornerstone of UBC. As we embark on the next century as a leading public

university, we know that the systems that have connected our people and places over the past 20+

years need to be modernized so we can continue to facilitate collaboration, agility and innovation.

Our systems need to be as integrated and flexible as our faculty, staff, students and partners so

they can continue to create positive change. The Integrated Renewal Program is the catalyst to help

us achieve our strategic objectives and I’m happy to be on this journey with all of you.

The Countdown is On - One Year to Go!

This month marks the one-year countdown to the implementation of new HR and Finance

processes supported by a new integrated system. You have likely heard the terms Integrated



Renewal Program and Workday, but may be unsure of what this means for you and UBC.

 In our inaugural issue of Integrated Renewal Program Community Connect, we explore what the

Integrated Renewal Program means for faculty, staff and students, why Workday was chosen, and

where it will take the UBC community in April 2020 and beyond. Read more

IRP Engagement with the UBC Community
IRP is a significant undertaking and key to our success is engagement with the university

community. It will affect how we do work in support of teaching, learning, and research. See what

we have we done, what we plan to do to ensure we’re making the best decisions for the UBC

community, and when you can expect to find out more. Read more

People and Change:
Dan Mathers

In this issue, meet Dan Mathers and learn how

UBC is simplifying and realigning processes

through Procurement Modernization to

improve how we work across UBC as we get

ready to implement Workday in April 2020. 

Read more

We Want to Hear from
You!

Do you have a question about IRP you’d like

answered or feedback to give to the team? 

Do you have ideas of other things to feature in

this newsletter? If so, we’d love to hear from

you at integrated.renewal@ubc.ca.
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